Revenge of the Master. (1985) (The eighth book in the Track series) A novel by Jerry Ahern. The Master of D.E.A.T.H. returns with another scheme for breaking down the governments who opposed him, this time planning to use an upcoming space shuttle launch as a way to destroy the U.S. space program and set the seeds for his further plans. Genre: Thriller. Used availability for Jerry Ahern's Revenge of the Master. The legendary martial master Simon was betrayed by friends and persecuted to death. Three hundred years later, he reborn in an illegitimate child of the royal...Â Three hundred years later, he reborn in an illegitimate child of the royal family who was deceived. With his past powers, Simon again creates his legend in this land. Surely, it must be a revenge and reconquer road filled with blood! Most addictive game ever made. Join the community of more than +10 million players. The Master of Revenge is a 2016 South Korean television series starring Chun Jung-myung, Jo Jae-hyun, Jeong Yoo-mi, Lee Sang-yeob and Gong Seung-yeon. It aired on KBS2 from April 27, 2016 to June 30, 2016 on Wednesdays and Thursdays at 21:55 for 20 episodes, replacing Descendants of the Sun. A man whose name and life were taken from him seeks revenge. To do so, he must attempt to become a master noodle cook, or a god of noodles. Chun Jung-myung as Moo Myung-yi / Choi Soon-seok.